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Dear Participant,

We are glad to WELCOME you in Bologna!

To help you with your preparation and to make this learning experience
very successful and enjoyable for all of us, we created this information and
welcome guide. Here you can find some useful and important information
to make your stay even more convenient.

Contact person during your stay

Miriam Trolese

Tel: +39 339 618 2343

email: trolese.creativi108@gmail.com

info@creativi108.com
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Your itinerary
Travelling to Italy, COVID-19 measures:

Currently, movements to/from EU countries are allowed without the need of
justification. Therefore, travellers from the Schengen area are not obliged to carry
out a quarantine period on arrival.

The only requirement remained is to fulfill a self-declaration available at the following
address:
https://www.esteri.it/mae/resource/doc/2020/08/modulo_rientro_da_estero__26_08_
20_inglese.pdf

Therefore, Different requirements and certifications need to be provided depending
on your country of departure and previous travels.

Normally, it is required to fill out a digital Passenger Locator form (or, in case of
lack of necessary technology, a self-declaration). Also you need to prove that you
have undergone a molecular or antigenic test, carried out by means of a swab,
with a negative result. The test must be taken within 48 hours prior to arrival.

Please, check your position as a traveller to Italy on this link where measures
and rules are clearly explained.

Further informations can be reached to :

- this link and choose Italy from the options "choose country".
Here you can find useful information and links related to COVID-19 measures.

- Re-open EU where latest updates on measures and rules in place are
presented and a coloured map of Europe is provided.

Bologna Airport (BLQ) has established a list of rules and procedures in order to
contain the spread of contagions. They are the following:

● All people – passengers and staff – must always wear protective masks in all
internal and common areas of the airport;

● Body temperature of all people will be measured before accessing the
terminal and on arrival at the airport. In case the temperature was found equal
or above 37.5° degrees, more assessments will be carried out;

● Sanitizing gel dispensers are available in many areas of the terminal.
Passengers are encouraged to use them frequently;

● Social distancing measures of at least one meter from one person to another

https://www.esteri.it/mae/resource/doc/2020/08/modulo_rientro_da_estero__26_08_20_inglese.pdf
https://www.esteri.it/mae/resource/doc/2020/08/modulo_rientro_da_estero__26_08_20_inglese.pdf
https://www.salute.gov.it/portale/nuovocoronavirus/dettaglioContenutiNuovoCoronavirus.jsp?lingua=english&id=5412&area=nuovoCoronavirus&menu=vuoto&tab=10
https://www.esteri.it/mae/resource/doc/2021/05/modulo_rientro_sintetico_16_maggio_2021_eng_compilabile.pdf
https://infocovid.viaggiaresicuri.it/index_en.html
https://europa.eu/youreurope/citizens/travel/travel-and-covid/index_en.htm
https://reopen.europa.eu/en


have to be strictly followed during all airport’s procedures. Signposting applied
on the floor will provide assistance in maintaining the proper distance;

● To further guarantee social distancing, the use of some benches and chairs
have been forbidden;

● In order to protect passengers and airport’s staff, plexiglass panels have been
implemented at boarding gates and on check-in counters;

● All areas are cleaned and sanitized, and all airport’s premises adopt
high-efficiency filters in more crowded areas;

● Finally, inbound and outbound passenger flows have been separated by
differentiated paths.

It is suggested to wear a protective mask also outside the airport, when walking
down the street or travelling on public transportation.

Arrive:

1. Take the bus shuttle, Aerobus, to the Railway Station (Stazione Centrale)

From the stop “Aeroporto BLQ” to the stop “Stazione Centrale”

Expected travel time: 25 minutes

Ticket cost: 6€ (you can buy the ticket at the airport, or on board)

This bus is equipped for the transport of disabled people



2. From the Railway Station to “Leggere Strutture”, via Ferrarese 169

From the Railway Station to “Leggere Strutture” (the training place) you can
decide to go by foot or on bus:

2.1 If you go by foot:

-From the Railway Station follow the main street, until the crossroad with Via
Matteotti (a bridge on the railway), on the left

-Go ahead for about 500 meters, then turn right in Via Ferrarese

-Continue for about 200 meters and remain on Via Ferrarese (you have to
turn right at at the end of the street for remain on Via Ferrarese)

-Go ahead for about 100 meters and turn left for remaining on Via Ferrarese

-After 100 meters, turn right in Via di Saliceto, and go ahead for about 500
meters

-You are arrived, Leggere Strutture is on the left

Expected travel time: 22 minutes

Consider that you have to cross a bridge, which could be steep for someone.
The rest of the route does not present further difficulties

The bridge can be avoided using the station underpass, which leads to via dei
Carracci. From via dei Carracci turn right and go ahead for 200 meters. Turn
left and go ahead for about 200 meters. At this point you can follow the same
indication for turn right in via Ferrarese, and then continue until Leggere
Strutture



2.2 If you go on bus*:

-Take the bus, line 25, from “Stazione Centrale” (Railway Station) to
“Passarotti” bus stop

-From the bus stop turn right, and go ahead for 100 meters

-You are arrived at Leggere Strutture

Expected travel time: 11 minutes

Ticket cost: 1,50€, you can buy the ticket at the TPER ticket shop or in a
tobacconist’s, on the right respect you bus stop (if you buy the ticket on board
it costs 2,00€, and you have to pay with coin)

This bus is generally equipped for the transport of disabled people

* Remember to wear a protective mask and to follow social distancing
measures on all public transportations.

3. From “Leggere Strutture” to your accommodation, “Elizabeth Lifestyle
Bologna”, via Ferrarese 161 or “Hotel Astor”, via Fioravanti 42/2

3.1 If you go to “Elizabeth Lifestyle Bologna”, via Ferrarese 161:

-Turn left and go ahead for about 130 meter following Via Ferrarese

-Turn left on Via Ferrarese and continue for about 200 meters

-You are arrived, the hotel is on the left

Expected travel time: 4 minutes



3.1 If you go to “Hotel Astor”, via Fioravanti 42/2:

-Turn right and go ahead until the cross with via Arcangeli

-Turn right on via Arcangeli, and then go ahead on via Cignani, for about 500
meters

-Turn left on via di Corticella, and continue for 200 meters

-Turn right on via Procaccini, and go ahead for 400 meters

-Go ahead on via Fioravanti, for 60 meters

-You are arrived, the hotel is in front of you

Departure:

You can follow the same route as the outward journey, but reversing the starting and
finishing point.



Accomodation
The exact hotel you will be staying in will be communicated before
departure

Accommodation and training will be located at the following address:

ELIZABETH LIFESTYLE BOLOGNA

(suitable for participants with Special Needs)

Via Ferrarese 161

40128 Bologna

or

HOTEL ASTOR

Via Fioravanti 42/2

40129 Bologna

Meals*

Individual support will include breakfast, lunch and dinner

Place: Leggere Strutture

*Due to the current COVID-19 epidemic, meal times will be staggered in
order to respect social distancing and anti-crowd measures enforced by
the Italian government. Thus, it will be required to establish small groups
of people that will access the dining room at different times.

Training place

LEGGERE STRUTTURE ART FACTORY

Via Ferrarese, 169

40128 Bologna

Trainers
Ms. Anna Albertarelli

Mr. Roberto Penzo



Programme of the week
This programme could change, the work will be formed on the
participants level and the general course of the training

Day 1  (12/9): Arrivals at hotel; Dinner and Welcome

Day 2 (13/9): Integrated visit of the City of Bologna; packed lunch and
presentation of the activities

Day 3 (14/9): Ice breaking, know each other, introduction of the trainers
and the Corpo Poetico methodology; after dinner: presentation of yours
organizations

Day 4 (15/9): Work with the body and improvisation theatre, Corpo Poetico
methodology

Day 5 (16/9): Integrated theater: examples of work, video watching
experience, work with the body: contact improvisation

Day 6 (17/9): Work with the body: Corpo Poetico methodology;
Intercultural activity; Youth Pass; Writing your Youth Pass; Evaluation

Day 7 (18/9): Greeting and Departures

Before your arrival

We will collect your phone number to contact you during your stay in
Bologna, in case of need and we will create a closed FB group before the
mobility in order to know each other and send updates about the project.

Do not forget to bring with you..

- European Social Health Card
- Backpack (necessary for the training day in Venice, to bring

accessories around the city)
- Tracksuit, comfortable clothing, socks, sports shoes



Rules of the mobility

A commitment letter explaining the rules of the mobilities (mandatory
participation to the activities, attendance register, rules of the
accommodation, rules of the coexistence with the group..) will be sent via
mail.

We kindly ask you to read it forward, sign it and bring the original copy
with you to Bologna for the signature of our president.

Weather

During the course of September, temperatures range in Bologna is
between 15 and 25 degrees with sunny and cloudy days . Expect rainy days
as well.

We are looking forward to meeting you!


